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Telling Stories with data 
— Why should I care?

Source: 
Meijer, I.C. (2013) WHEN NEWS HURTS, Journalism Studies, 14:1, 13-8, DOI:10.1080/1461670X.2012.662398

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1461670X.2012.662398
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You can build trust in the presented story by 
revealing the underlying data.

Source: 
searchingcovid19.com - Finding Patterns in Our Need for 

Knowledge (https://searchingcovid19.com)
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How to

Jan 20 Mar 05
First reported US case 100 cases in US

In late 2019 a novel coronavirus emerged in the Chinese city of
Wuhan. Over the following months, the regional outbreak exploded
into a devastating global crisis with unsettling levels of uncertainty.
How does the virus spread? How will we pay the bills? What will
happen next? By looking at Google Trends search data related to
the Covid-19 pandemic, we can discover patterns in our desire for
information—waves of interest that reflect the pandemic’s
progression and our understanding of it.

The following visualization explores some of the top coronavirus-
related search trends in the US between January 20 and April 24,
2020. Each bubble represents a query that was among the top
trending searches in one or more US states (smallest to largest
bubbles) on each day. Accompanying charts compare English-
language search trends for five other countries.

    

Searching
Covid-19
Finding Patterns in Our Need for Knowledge

Increasing Growth
In early 2020, few anticipated Covid-19’s
global impact. As the severity of the
outbreak became apparent, our growing
need for information mirrored the
escalating health crisis.

By presenting the main story in text,  you can allow 
readers to further explore data for themselves.

 Example:
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zi-
jn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderlinge-salaris-

verschillen
 

Adding data representations to stories contributes to 
data literacy skills by making data feel familiar.

Source: 
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-

channel-climate-change-imr/

It’s a new way to tackle misinformation.
+ it supports data literacy skills

Source:
 Wolff, A., Gooch, D., Montaner, J. J. C., Rashid, U., & Kortuem, G. (2016).  

Creating an understanding of data literacy for a data-driven society.  
The Journal of Community Informatics, 12(3).

https://searchingcovid19.com
http://searchingcovid19.com
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderlinge-salarisverschillen
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderl
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderl
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderl
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-channel-climate-change-imr/
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-channel-climate-change-imr/
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-channel-climate-change-imr/
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-channel-climate-change-imr/
https://openjournals.uwaterloo.ca/index.php/JoCI/article/view/3275
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You can build trust in the presented story by revealing 
the underlying data.

Source: 
searchingcovid19.com - Finding Patterns in Our Need for 

Knowledge (https://searchingcovid19.com)
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First reported US case 100 cases in US

In late 2019 a novel coronavirus emerged in the Chinese city of
Wuhan. Over the following months, the regional outbreak exploded
into a devastating global crisis with unsettling levels of uncertainty.
How does the virus spread? How will we pay the bills? What will
happen next? By looking at Google Trends search data related to
the Covid-19 pandemic, we can discover patterns in our desire for
information—waves of interest that reflect the pandemic’s
progression and our understanding of it.

The following visualization explores some of the top coronavirus-
related search trends in the US between January 20 and April 24,
2020. Each bubble represents a query that was among the top
trending searches in one or more US states (smallest to largest
bubbles) on each day. Accompanying charts compare English-
language search trends for five other countries.

    

Searching
Covid-19
Finding Patterns in Our Need for Knowledge

Increasing Growth
In early 2020, few anticipated Covid-19’s
global impact. As the severity of the
outbreak became apparent, our growing
need for information mirrored the
escalating health crisis.

By presenting the main story in text,  you can allow 
readers to further explore data for themselves.

 Example:
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zi-
jn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderlinge-salaris-

verschillen
 

Adding data representations to stories contributes to 
data literacy skills by making data feel familiar.

Source: 
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-

channel-climate-change-imr/

It’s a new way to tackle misinformation.
+ it supports data literacy skills

Source: 
Meijer, I.C. (2013) WHEN NEWS HURTS, Journalism Stud-

ies, 14:1, 13-8, DOI:10.1080/1461670X.2012.662398

 Wolff, A., Gooch, D., Montaner, J. J. C., Rashid, U., & Kortuem, G. (2016).  
Creating an understanding of data literacy for a data-driven society.  

The Journal of Community Informatics, 12(3).

https://searchingcovid19.com
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderlinge-salarisverschillen
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-channel-climate-change-imr/
https://www.newscaststudio.com/2019/04/09/weather-channel-climate-change-imr/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1461670X.2012.662398
https://openjournals.uwaterloo.ca/index.php/JoCI/article/view/3275
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Step 1
Finding the data.
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Besides exploring existing data  sources, you may 
also ask the audience to contribute data!
Collecting citizen science data to inform the story.

Example: 
Curieuze Neuzen in Belgian newspaper de Standaard

The collected data does not always need to be 
about serious topics!

Don’t forget to share those data sources!
Plus how the data is collected (methods).

What Does the Path
to Fame Look Like?

By Russell Goldenberg  + Caitlyn Ralph

Start Audio Tour 

I'm just browsing

Data and Methods

Data for this story were collected and processed using the Wikipedia API. The period of
collection was from July 1, 2015–September 13, 2018, from English Wikipedia. Any person
who appeared in the top 1,000 pages for at least one day in that range was considered.
The full source is on Github.

Wikipedia’s aggregation of notable births was the starting point to decide who is thought
to be a celebrity or not, a foundation of over 40,000 people. Additionally, each top
1,000 page with “(born” in the text, which is a consistent characteristic of people pages
on Wikipedia, was also added to this database of people, to ensure no one not yet notable
enough to be added to the births pages was still included.

We started with those who had little to no pageviews in the second half of 2015,
eliminating already known celebrities. The methodology to define rising celebrities was
centered on a series of levels of sustained pageviews. Levels were assigned to based on
monthly averages. There were eight levels (like Karate belts): (1) 50, (2) 100, (3) 200,
(4) 500, (5) 1,000, (6) 2,000, (7) 5,000, and (8) 10,000, pageviews. If someone hit a new
level of pageviews and never dipped below that level’s threshold again, they were
assigned the level, hence the term “sustained pageviews.” If a person hit level 5 (1,000
pageviews), for example, but then dropped below 1,000 pageviews the following month, they
would still be a level 4.

After assigning levels, anyone with 1. a beginning level lower than 4, 2. a level change
of more than 4 levels, and 3. less than level 2 in 2015, was included in the final list.
People above level 6 were considered those who have risen to fame. Anyone who satisfied
those parameters but still remained below level 6 was considered rising.

By Russell Goldenberg and Caitlyn Ralph. For questions, comments, etc., sup@pudding.cool.

Was this your jam? Preach.  Tweet

PICKING UP WHAT WE’RE PUDDING DOWN?

A Visual History of
Rickrolling

“I Kissed A Girl” to “Call Me
By Your Name”

A Data-Led Theory to
Generationally Divide
Dance Floors

The Good, the Rad, and the
Gnarly

The Pudding is a digital publication that explains
ideas debated in culture with visual essays.

Reach out: sup@pudding.cool or @puddingviz.

ABOUT

THE PUDDING® IS MADE IN BROOKLYN, NY; SEATTLE, WA; AND GREAT BARRINGTON, MA.
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Example:  
https://pudding.cool/2018/10/wiki-breakout

https://pudding.cool/2018/10/wiki-breakout
https://pudding.cool/2018/10/wiki-breakout
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Step 2
Finding the data story.
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The data may be the starting point:           
> Analyze to find insights.

The story may be he starting point:             
> Find data to support the narrative insights.

It is a non-linear process!

 Source:  
More than Telling a Story:  A Closer Look at the Process of Transforming 

Data into Visually Shared Stories - Bongshin Lee

https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01158445/document
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The main story may already be set out, and data may be used to support it, 
which is often the case in stories that use citizen science. As citizen science 
data offers both quantitative data and qualitative data in the form of anecdotes, 
quotes, etc.

 Example: 
NOS op 3 - Infographics on Instagram - Demographic information of Covid-19 patients. 

Also good example: http://rhythm-of-food.net

Data may be the starting point:  
the story may reveal itself when analyzing and visualizing the 
data. This example is seemingly simple yet it incorporates 
narrative elements as conflict (in the readers’ expectation) and 
empathy (as you can identify with it).

 Example: 
Maai Mei Niet (do not mow the lawn in May) in collaboration with Weekly magazine Knack

http://rhythm-of-food.net
https://maaimeiniet.be
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Step 3
Telling the data story.
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Martini Glass (on its back): Scrollytelling examples are typical 
for the Martini Glass structure:

This Martini glass structure is most often used for data stories.
Starting with a story that is fixed,  scrolling down to the point that the 
reader may interact freely with the data.

Immo Royal
In België kan je meer dan 7.500 hectare aan
koninklijk vastgoed terugvinden. Journalisten
voerden voor het eerst in 90 jaar diepgaand
onderzoek naar het patrimonium van de
Koninklijke Schenking.

BEGIN TE LEZEN

D

Wat is de Koninklijke
Schenking?

e Koninklijke Schenking heeft niets te maken met de dotatie die de
koninklijke familie elk jaar krijgt. Ze staat ook los van de
privébezittingen van de familie. De constructie is uniek in de

wereld. De eerste kiemen werden gelegd in 1874. Toen begon koning
Leopold II na te denken over hoe het na zijn dood verder moest met zijn
gigantisch patrimonium.

Villers-sur-Lesse

Logo van de

Koninklijke Schenking
Domaine d'Ardenne

Het logo van de Koninklijke

Schenking, zoals het terug te

vinden is op de gebouwen

die in bezit zijn van de

Schenking.

Het ontstaan van de Schenking
Op 9 april 1900, op zijn 65e verjaardag, schreef koning Leopold II een brief
aan de minister van Financiën. ‘Ter gelegenheid van mijn 65ste verjaardag
wens ik de Staat mijn eigendommen te overhandigen die bijdragen aan de
aantrekkelijkheid en de schoonheid van de plaatsen waar ze zich bevinden’,
luidde het.

Rue Grande, Houyet

Kasteelhoeve van

Fenffe
Domein van Ardennen

In 1891 kocht Leopold II de

kasteelhoeve van Fenffe van

de adellijke familie Delvaux

de Fenffe. Koning Albert en

koningin Paola gebruikten

het 16de-eeuwse kasteel tot

1993 als vakantieverblijf. Nu

wordt het verhuurd aan

particulieren.

Het leek een nobele geste van de koning, maar er moest wel een ongeziene
constructie worden opgezet: de Koninklijke Schenking. Het parlement
besefte dat die constructie inging tegen de Grondwet en de regels van het
burgerlijk recht. De koning zou geen successierechten hoeven te betalen op
alle eigendommen die hij naliet, terwijl de troonopvolgers verschillende
eigendommen verder mochten gebruiken. Niet alleen om te wonen, ook als
buitenverblijf aan zee of om te jagen. Het leek een signaal dat koning
Leopold II boven de wet stond. Toch gingen de parlementsleden akkoord
met de uitzondering voor de koning vanwege zijn ‘grootse gebaar’.

Koninginnelaan, Oostende

Venetiaanse

Gaanderijen
Domein van de kust:

Oostende

Leopold II liet in 1900 een

overdekte gaanderij bouwen

op de dijk van Oostende.

Wat doet de Schenking?
Tot 1929 werd niet gesproken over het feit dat de Koninklijke Schenking
geld kostte aan de staat, hoewel dat niet de bedoeling was. De kosten waren
verspreid over verschillende ministeries en over de inkomsten werd nog
geen boekhouding bijgehouden. Niemand had er dus een duidelijk zicht op.

Dat veranderde allemaal met een Koninklijk Besluit van 1930, dat van de
Koninklijke Schenking een ‘zelfstandige openbare instelling maakte’. Het
ministerie van Financiën moest de Schenking controleren. Als die
eigendommen wilde verkopen, moest ze de toestemming krijgen van de
minister van Financiën. En de Koninklijke Schenking moest financieel
volledig zelfbedruipend zijn. Of zoals artikel 1 van het KB van 1930 het
formuleerde: ‘Deze instelling moet al hare uitgaven bestrijden met de
middelen waarover zij beschikt, zonder lasten voor de Openbare Schatkist.’

Sindsdien wordt de Koninklijke Schenking bestuurd door een ‘beheerraad’
van tien mensen. Elke koning, zowel de huidige als de vorige, stuurt een
vertegenwoordiger naar die raad. Die wordt nu voorgezeten door Graaf
Paul Buysse. Onder anderen de econoom Geert Noels en Hans D’Hondt, de
voorzitter van de federale overheidsdienst Financiën, zitten in de
beheerraad.

Rue des Platanes, Villers-

Sur-Lesse

Château Jaune
Domaine d'Ardenne

De Ardense zetel van de

Koninklijke Schenking is

gevestigd in het pas

gerenoveerde ‘gele kasteel’

in Villers-sur-Lesse, dat

Leopold II in 1892 kocht.

Wat zit er in de Schenking?
De Koninklijke Schenking heeft meer dan 7.500 hectare vastgoed in haar
portefeuille: een gebied groter dan Brussel-Stad, Anderlecht en Ukkel
samen. Omgerekend gaat het om 0,24 procent van de oppervlakte van
België.

De Koninklijke Schenking beheert dus niet alleen de woning van koning
Albert II (kasteel Belvédère in Laken), de villa’s van prinses Astrid en prins
Laurent, en het buitenverblijf van koning Filip in Ciergnon. Tot haar
patrimonium behoren ook zeven andere kastelen, die bijna allemaal worden
verhuurd aan golfclubs en privépersonen. De lijst met andere panden,
bossen en gronden is ellenlang. Daarop staan ook drie kantoorgebouwen in
Brussel, de bioscoop Vendôme in Elsene, het Chinees paviljoen en de
Japanse toren in Laken, Hertoginnedal, het rusthuis James Ensor en de
Wellingtonrenbaan in Oostende, acht parken, 13 hoeves, twee
schietterreinen en drie luxegolfclubs, naast een massa hoeves in de
Ardennen. Bovendien zijn de voorbije jaren tientallen eigendommen
verkocht.

Scroll verder voor een overzicht van de Koninklijke Schenking

DE

SCHENKING

HET GELD IN BEELD Lees meer Colofon

1
De Koninklijke Schenking beheert over heel België een

massa gronden, bossen en zeker 77 gebouwen, waaronder

negen kastelen, zoals het kasteel van Ciergnon dat koning

Filip als buitenverblijf gebruikt.

FOTO: KASTEEL VAN CIERGNON, HOUYET

2
De bezittingen van de Koninklijke Schenking variëren van

een kleine belwinkel in Brussel en een cinema tot grote

kantoorgebouwen, drie golfclubs en een luxerusthuis aan de

kust.

FOTO: GSM-WINKEL NAAST CINÉMA VENDÔME, ELSENE

3
Uit ons onderzoek blijkt dat heel wat panden van de

Koninklijke Schenking in belabberde staat verkeren.

FOTO: CHINEES PAVILJOEN EN TUIN, LAKEN

1
De Koninklijke Schenking bezit 82 gronden en gebouwen.

2
Elke cirkel is een bezitting van de Schenking. Beweeg over of

tap op de cirkels voor meer info

3
Een bont allegaartje van bossen, gronden, villa’s, kastelen,

commerciële panden en nog andere soorten vastgoed.

4
De totale oppervlakte van het patrimonium is meer dan

7.500 hectare, groter dan Brussel-Stad, Anderlecht en Ukkel

samen.

3614 ha

1ha

geen data beschikbaar

5
Verschillende eigendommen verkeren in slechte staat, zoals

de Japanse toren en het Chinees paviljoen in Brussel of de

historische vierkantshoeves in de Ardennen.

6
Meer dan 1000 hectare wordt niet gebruikt door de

koninklijke familie, maar wordt verhuurd.

 Example: 
koningshuizen.be (Immo Royal) about the properties of Belgian monarchies

Similar examples:
 https://www.juiceanalytics.com/writing/20-best-data-storytelling-examples

http://koningshuizen.be
http://koningshuizen.be (Immo Royal) about the properties of Belgian monarchies
https://www.juiceanalytics.com/writing/20-best-data-storytelling-examples
https://www.juiceanalytics.com/writing/20-best-data-storytelling-examples
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The Slideshow:
A second type of narrative structure for data stories is meant 
for more complex stories 

It allows data to be exposed step-by-step. 
The reader can choose to continue, go back or select something else.

This example repeatedly switches between textual story 
elements with interactive plot charts that allow the reader to 
further explore

 Example:
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderlinge-salarisverschillen

https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderlinge-salarisverschillen
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/artikelen/cruciale-beroepen-zijn-onmisbaar-in-corona-tijd-maar-de-onderl
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Mapping the COVID-19
pandemic

Esri's StoryMaps team

This story was originally published in February 2020. While the maps in the story are

automatically updated with latest available statistics, the text may include information that is no

longer current. For the latest guidelines on coronavirus prevention and mitigation, please visit the

CDC's or WHO's information pages.

Since December 2019, the novel coronavirus pandemic has touched nearly every country

on the planet, and upended the lives of hundreds of millions of people, according to official

and unofficial statistics compiled by researchers at Johns Hopkins University.

!

"

#

Esri, HERE, Garmin, FAO, NOAA, USGS Powered by Esri

143,746 cases and 0 deaths have been reported in Brussels
Belgium. Last updated August 11, 2021.

$ Zoom to % 1 of 13 &

Brussels ' (

A live-updating map of confirmed and presumptive novel coronavirus cases at the sub-national level. Source: Johns Hopkins University

The novel coronavirus belongs to the same family of viruses that cause severe acute

respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS). COVID-19,

as the disease is known, produces mild symptoms in most people, but can also lead to

severe respiratory illness.

Confirmed cases
204,139,810

Confirmed deaths

4,317,489

Source: Johns Hopkins University

But compared to SARS and MERS, COVID-19 has spread strikingly fast: While MERS took

two and a half years to infect 1,000 people, and SARS took roughly four months to hit that

figure, COVID-19 reached 1,000 cases in just 48 days.

On March 11, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the novel coronavirus

outbreak a global pandemic, underscoring the speed and tenacity with which the virus had

spread.
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Esri, © OpenStreetMap contributors, HERE, Garmin, FAO, METI/NASA, USGS Powered by Esri

How the virus emerged

The first cases of COVID-19 were

reported in December 2019 in Wuhan,

China. This city is the capital of Hubei

Province, and the largest city in central

China with a population of around 11

million.

Esri, FAO, NOAA Powered by Esri

Epidemiologists have traced the likely

source of the outbreak to the Huanan

Seafood Wholesale Market in

downtown Wuhan, where they believe

the virus may have initially transmitted

from animals to humans.

Zoom to market location

This map: Population density in and around

Wuhan.

On January 23, authorities placed Wuhan

under quarantine, suspending all flights,

trains, and long-haul buses into and out

of the city. The World Health

Organization commended the move,

which was unprecedented in its scale.

By the end of January, authorities had

enforced transportation restrictions in at

least 15 additional cities in Hubei

Province. Together, over 57 million

people in China have been affected by

the quarantines—more than the entire

populations of Colombia or South Korea.

This map: Quarantined cities in Hubei

Province, scaled by population.

Wuhan is a major transit hub for the

region, with direct connections to dozens

of other cities in China. The coronavirus

outbreak coincided with the lunar new

year, the most popular time of the year for

domestic travel.

By the time the quarantine had been

implemented there, an estimated 5 million

people who were potentially exposed to

the virus had already left Wuhan,

complicating efforts to contain the virus.

Show international flights

This map: High-speed rail (2016) and

domestic flights into and out of Wuhan

(2018).

Initially, most cases were concentrated in

Hubei Province, but other jurisdictions

also reported sustained local

transmission. Within months, cases had

been recorded in every province-level

subdivision in China.

Show fatalities

This map: Confirmed COVID-19 cases in

orange. Select the button above to view

confirmed fatalities in purple (not drawn to

scale), or select a symbol on the map for

more information.

On January 13, health officials in Thailand

reported the first case of the novel

coronavirus outside of mainland China.

Within weeks, the virus had spread to

dozens of other countries in Asia.

The first fatality outside of China was

reported in Philippines on February 1.

Show fatalities

This map: Confirmed COVID-19 cases in

Asia.

The United States reported its first

coronavirus case on January 20, in

Washington State. In late February,

officials at a Seattle-area hospital

reported two deaths, marking the first

known coronavirus fatalities in the U.S.

Show fatalities

This map: Confirmed COVID-19 cases in

the United States.

01

/

06

It may take months, if not years, for the full impact of the novel coronavirus outbreak to be

known. But epidemiologists caution that this is likely not an isolated incident, and rather

part of a growing trend. According to public health expert Lauren Gardner, who oversaw

outbreak monitoring efforts at Johns Hopkins University, are a number of forces are driving

this pattern, including rapid urbanization and increased contact between humans and

animals.

A CDC travel alert on display at a U.S. airport in January 2020.

Gardner's outlook is somewhat sobering: Outbreaks like this "should be expected to

happen more frequently moving forward," she says. In other words, it isn't a question of if

another outbreak will occur, but when.

Further reading

Dashboard: Tracking the coronavirus in realtime

See the latest statistics on coronavirus cases and fatalities around the

globe.

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com

COVID-19 GIS Hub

A repository of authoritative, up-to-date GIS data and resources

collected by a several of global organizations.

https://coronavirus-disasterresponse.hub.arcgis.com

About this story

This article was produced by Esri's StoryMaps team using ArcGIS StoryMaps, with support from Lauren

Gardner and her colleagues at the Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins

University.

Cartography and writing Ross Donihue & Cooper Thomas
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Airport photo Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention

Coronavirus cases and fatalities Johns Hopkins University

Population density WorldPop

High-speed railways (2016) Yifan Li, via Harvard Dataverse

Flights (2018) International Civil Aviation Organization

Mapping the COVID-19 pandemic

Maps are often a good example of 
drill-down story structures

This example shows how the 
Covid-19 virus has spread

 Example:
 https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/4fdc0d03d3a34aa485de1fb0d2650ee0

But drill-down story structures can also 
take other visualization forms, as shown 
in this example:

 Source:
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/08/29/opinion/climate-change-carbon-budget.html?mtrref=undefined&g wh=-

C51494A17110C96706B65ED1C6CDD9B9&gwt=pay&assetType=PAYWALL

Readers may interact at any point in the story. 
Participants can zoom in, ask details, explore, etc.

Drill-down:
This third structure is most ‘open’. 

 https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/4fdc0d03d3a34aa485de1fb0d2650ee0
 https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/4fdc0d03d3a34aa485de1fb0d2650ee0
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/08/29/opinion/climate-change-carbon-budget.html?mtrref=undefined&g wh=C51494A17110C96706B65ED1C6CDD9B9&gwt=pay&assetType=PAYWALL
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/08/29/opinion/climate-change-carbon-budget.html?mtrref=unde
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/08/29/opinion/climate-change-carbon-budget.html?mtrref=unde
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Step 4
Presenting the data story.
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Think of how the visual language will support the story

NAPA Cards can help you decide! See: http://napa-cards.net/

Incorporating the audience

HOW

Audience becomes part of the narrative.

WHY

Increase empathy, facilitate personal comparisons. Helps
make the data and information more personally relevant.
To allow reader to use herself as measuring device.

EXAMP LE

Ubisoft: Collapse

Repetition

HOW

A phenomenon is re-presented multiple times with
changes to the main variable/dimension (the data) or the
time frame or the animation pattern (see the example)
while other elements of the story don’t change. Note: this
could be like running multiple simulations with the data to
see which is most effective (and in this case, the story
would be more reader driven)

WHY

To show that the same phenomenon happens over and
over again. It also strengthens the narrative through
rhythm. Establishing a constant reference frame can help
to emphasize change and differences.

EXAMPLE

Bloomberg: What's really warming the world?

Juxtaposition

HOW

Showing two or more complementary
visualizations (pictures) juxtaposed.

WHY

Compare cases or samples, allows to highlight contrast,
difference, absense of difference, change over time. Allows
for individual exploration of (minor) differences.

EXAMPLE

David McCandless: Billion Dollar Gram

Breaking the fourth wall

HOW

Subject unexpectedly addresses the viewer.

WHY

To make a direct connection with viewer; to demonstrate
the artificiality of the presentation; to challenge the
objectivity of the observation. To make it clear that this is
one interpretation. Surprise, so attention-getting.

EXAMP LE

Arte: Netwars

Humans behind the dots

HOW

Show that there are concrete entities (e.g., a human
being) behind, or at the heart of the data.

WHY

Make abstract data more relatable, and possibly establish
an emotional connection between the viewer and the fate
of the entities.

EXAMPLE

Stamen: Iraq war maps for CNN

Make a guess

HOW

Enable the viewer to guess what insight they might find. If
no interaction: interrupt the narrative with a question
directly addressed to the viewer and provide the answer
after. If interaction: promt the user with an entry form.

WHY

Stimulates the viewer's curiosity, and possibly leads to a
game-lke experience. To engage the reader in causal
reasoning about the phenomenon.

EXAMPLE

New York Times graphics: You draw it — how family income affects
childrens' college chances

Rhetorical question

HOW

Title the piece using a question that makes a point.

WHY

Implicitely drives the viewer to the takeaway of a more
open ended/exploratory piece.

EXAMP LE

New York Times graphics: Can you live on the minimum wage?

Familiar Setting

HOW

Embed the entry point of a narrative in an environment
which the viewer is familiar with.

WHY

To lower the entry barrier and make information
personally relatable.

EXAMPLE

OECD: Regional Well-Being

Call to action

HOW

Start with presentation of problem that needs solving or
situation that needs changing. End with call to action.

WHY

Provides motivation; offers outline for narrative; gives
sense of purpose.

EXAMPLE

Angela Morelli: Virtual water

Gradual visual reveal

HOW

Use visual hierarchy to control sequence of perception of
individual elements

WHY

Lets the story unfold in the viewer's mind while they read
the graphic. to chunk the material to make it easier to
absorb

EXAMP LE

New York Times graphics: How Gun Traffickers Get Around State Gun
Laws

Defamiliarization

HOW

Present something known and familiar in a novel,
unexpected way

WHY

To confront and challenge viewers’ expectations; to
highlight and question implicit assumptions. To force
thinking differently about a well-known case.

EXAMPLE

Oxford cartographers: Hobo-Dyer Equal Area Map, upside down

Convention breaking

HOW

Use or establish a graphical convention, then break it.

WHY

To engender surprise; to show extra-ordinary nature of
data; to question the use of the convention; challenge
assumptions.

EXAMPLE

Reuters: The Glass Ceiling Persists

Speeding up

HOW

Increase speed over time

WHY

To give the feeling of acceleration, increased momentum,
urgency. To transition from the individual to the group; to
surprise with change in perspective; to exploit the learned
interpretation of the early slow depictions.

EXAMP LE

Periscopic: US Gun Deaths

Concretize

HOW

Isotype. Provide known, concrete reference frame

WHY

Make it easier to get a grasp on large, otherwise abstract
numbers. To increase memorability.

EXAMPLE

Demonocracy: US Debt Ceiling Visualized in $100 Bills

Meaningful use of space

HOW

Use space and direction of movement to reinforce positive
or negative feelings. Frequently, up = good; down = bad;
left = retreat; right = progress.

WHY

To support metaphor; to allow viewer to construct their
own metaphor more easily; to take advantage of
convention to ease understanding.

EXAMPLE

Guardian: How China’s economic slowdown could weigh on the rest of
the world.

Silent data

HOW

The deliberate choice of not showing (hiding) certain data
(like pauses in music?)

WHY

emphasizing aspects with de-emphasizing some data

About this project
This collection of cards came out of a workshop on Data-Driven
Storytelling in Dagstuhl, 2016. We investigated how data-driven stories
work, how they are different from other types of narratives and also
other types of data visualization.

Each card represents a specific narrative technique, pattern or "trick"
you can apply to effect flow, empathy, argumentation… in a data story.
We tried to find a representative example for each technique, but of
course, there will be many different instantiations of the same
underlying principle. These patterns are also not mutually exclusive —
rather, they can often be combined to great effect.

Our motivation was to provide practitioners with inspiration and
structure while coming up with new data stories. On the other hand,
from a research point of view, the cards can help illuminate bigger
patterns and recurring themes in storytelling, thus helping to map the
possibility space of data-driven narratives.

There is a publication on the way which will detail the academic
perspective on this project. Find a preprint version here.

We very much welcome your input and experience reports. In case you
have any questions, or have successfully used the cards, or have
suggestions and ideas, feel free to drop us a line at mail@napa-
cards.net.

Contributors (in alphabetical order): Lyn Bartram, Jeremy Boy, Paolo
Ciuccarelli, Steven Drucker, Yuri Engelhardt, Ulrike Koeppen, Moritz
Stefaner, Barbara Tversky, Jo Wood.

Thanks to Schloß Dagstuhl for hosting the workshop, and thanks to
Sheelagh Carpendale, Nicholas Diakopoulos, Nathalie Henry Riche and
Christophe Hurter for bringing us all together!

NAPA Cards Preview
Narrative Patterns for Data-Driven Storytelling

What is
this?

E M PAT H Y  [ 4 ] E N G A G E M E N T  [ 3 ] F R A M I N G  [ 1 1 ] F LO W  [ 3 ] A R G U M E N T  [ 3 ]

Incorporating the audience

HOW

Audience becomes part of the narrative.

WHY

Increase empathy, facilitate personal comparisons. Helps
make the data and information more personally relevant.
To allow reader to use herself as measuring device.

EXAMPLE

Ubisoft: Collapse

Repetition

HOW

A phenomenon is re-presented multiple times with
changes to the main variable/dimension (the data) or the
time frame or the animation pattern (see the example)
while other elements of the story don’t change. Note: this
could be like running multiple simulations with the data to
see which is most effective (and in this case, the story
would be more reader driven)

WHY

To show that the same phenomenon happens over and
over again. It also strengthens the narrative through
rhythm. Establishing a constant reference frame can help
to emphasize change and differences.

EXAMPLE

Bloomberg: What's really warming the world?

Juxtaposition

HOW

Showing two or more complementary
visualizations (pictures) juxtaposed.

WHY

Compare cases or samples, allows to highlight contrast,
difference, absense of difference, change over time. Allows
for individual exploration of (minor) differences.

EXAMPLE

David McCandless: Billion Dollar Gram

Breaking the fourth wall

HOW

Subject unexpectedly addresses the viewer.

WHY

To make a direct connection with viewer; to demonstrate
the artificiality of the presentation; to challenge the
objectivity of the observation. To make it clear that this is
one interpretation. Surprise, so attention-getting.

EXAMPLE

Arte: Netwars

Humans behind the dots

HOW

Show that there are concrete entities (e.g., a human
being) behind, or at the heart of the data.

WHY

Make abstract data more relatable, and possibly establish
an emotional connection between the viewer and the fate
of the entities.

EXAMPLE

Stamen: Iraq war maps for CNN

Make a guess

HOW

Enable the viewer to guess what insight they might find. If
no interaction: interrupt the narrative with a question
directly addressed to the viewer and provide the answer
after. If interaction: promt the user with an entry form.

WHY

Stimulates the viewer's curiosity, and possibly leads to a
game-lke experience. To engage the reader in causal
reasoning about the phenomenon.

EXAMPLE

New York Times graphics: You draw it — how family income affects
childrens' college chances

Rhetorical question

HOW

Title the piece using a question that makes a point.

WHY

Implicitely drives the viewer to the takeaway of a more
open ended/exploratory piece.

EXAMPLE

New York Times graphics: Can you live on the minimum wage?

Familiar Setting

HOW

Embed the entry point of a narrative in an environment
which the viewer is familiar with.

WHY

To lower the entry barrier and make information
personally relatable.

EXAMPLE

OECD: Regional Well-Being

Call to action

HOW

Start with presentation of problem that needs solving or
situation that needs changing. End with call to action.

WHY

Provides motivation; offers outline for narrative; gives
sense of purpose.

EXAMPLE

Angela Morelli: Virtual water

Gradual visual reveal

HOW

Use visual hierarchy to control sequence of perception of
individual elements

WHY

Lets the story unfold in the viewer's mind while they read
the graphic. to chunk the material to make it easier to
absorb

EXAMPLE

New York Times graphics: How Gun Traffickers Get Around State Gun
Laws

Defamiliarization

HOW

Present something known and familiar in a novel,
unexpected way

WHY

To confront and challenge viewers’ expectations; to
highlight and question implicit assumptions. To force
thinking differently about a well-known case.

EXAMPLE

Oxford cartographers: Hobo-Dyer Equal Area Map, upside down

Convention breaking

HOW

Use or establish a graphical convention, then break it.

WHY

To engender surprise; to show extra-ordinary nature of
data; to question the use of the convention; challenge
assumptions.

EXAMPLE

Reuters: The Glass Ceiling Persists

Speeding up

HOW

Increase speed over time

WHY

To give the feeling of acceleration, increased momentum,
urgency. To transition from the individual to the group; to
surprise with change in perspective; to exploit the learned
interpretation of the early slow depictions.

EXAMPLE

Periscopic: US Gun Deaths

Concretize

HOW

Isotype. Provide known, concrete reference frame

WHY

Make it easier to get a grasp on large, otherwise abstract
numbers. To increase memorability.

EXAMPLE

Demonocracy: US Debt Ceiling Visualized in $100 Bills

Meaningful use of space

HOW

Use space and direction of movement to reinforce positive
or negative feelings. Frequently, up = good; down = bad;
left = retreat; right = progress.

WHY

To support metaphor; to allow viewer to construct their
own metaphor more easily; to take advantage of
convention to ease understanding.

EXAMPLE

Guardian: How China’s economic slowdown could weigh on the rest of
the world.

Silent data

HOW

The deliberate choice of not showing (hiding) certain data
(like pauses in music?)

WHY

emphasizing aspects with de-emphasizing some data

About this project
This collection of cards came out of a workshop on Data-Driven
Storytelling in Dagstuhl, 2016. We investigated how data-driven stories
work, how they are different from other types of narratives and also
other types of data visualization.

Each card represents a specific narrative technique, pattern or "trick"
you can apply to effect flow, empathy, argumentation… in a data story.
We tried to find a representative example for each technique, but of
course, there will be many different instantiations of the same
underlying principle. These patterns are also not mutually exclusive —
rather, they can often be combined to great effect.

Our motivation was to provide practitioners with inspiration and
structure while coming up with new data stories. On the other hand,
from a research point of view, the cards can help illuminate bigger
patterns and recurring themes in storytelling, thus helping to map the
possibility space of data-driven narratives.

There is a publication on the way which will detail the academic
perspective on this project. Find a preprint version here.

We very much welcome your input and experience reports. In case you
have any questions, or have successfully used the cards, or have
suggestions and ideas, feel free to drop us a line at mail@napa-
cards.net.

Contributors (in alphabetical order): Lyn Bartram, Jeremy Boy, Paolo
Ciuccarelli, Steven Drucker, Yuri Engelhardt, Ulrike Koeppen, Moritz
Stefaner, Barbara Tversky, Jo Wood.

Thanks to Schloß Dagstuhl for hosting the workshop, and thanks to
Sheelagh Carpendale, Nicholas Diakopoulos, Nathalie Henry Riche and
Christophe Hurter for bringing us all together!

NAPA Cards Preview
Narrative Patterns for Data-Driven Storytelling

What is
this?

E M PAT H Y  [ 4 ] E N G A G E M E N T  [ 3 ] F R A M I N G  [ 1 1 ] F LO W  [ 3 ] A R G U M E N T  [ 3 ]

Incorporating the audience

HOW

Audience becomes part of the narrative.

WHY

Increase empathy, facilitate personal comparisons. Helps
make the data and information more personally relevant.
To allow reader to use herself as measuring device.

EXAMPLE

Ubisoft: Collapse

Repetition

HOW

A phenomenon is re-presented multiple times with
changes to the main variable/dimension (the data) or the
time frame or the animation pattern (see the example)
while other elements of the story don’t change. Note: this
could be like running multiple simulations with the data to
see which is most effective (and in this case, the story
would be more reader driven)

WHY

To show that the same phenomenon happens over and
over again. It also strengthens the narrative through
rhythm. Establishing a constant reference frame can help
to emphasize change and differences.

EXAMPLE

Bloomberg: What's really warming the world?

Juxtaposition

HOW

Showing two or more complementary
visualizations (pictures) juxtaposed.

WHY

Compare cases or samples, allows to highlight contrast,
difference, absense of difference, change over time. Allows
for individual exploration of (minor) differences.

E XAMP LE

David McCandless: Billion Dollar Gram

Breaking the fourth wall

HOW

Subject unexpectedly addresses the viewer.

WHY

To make a direct connection with viewer; to demonstrate
the artificiality of the presentation; to challenge the
objectivity of the observation. To make it clear that this is
one interpretation. Surprise, so attention-getting.

EXAMPLE

Arte: Netwars

Humans behind the dots

HOW

Show that there are concrete entities (e.g., a human
being) behind, or at the heart of the data.

WHY

Make abstract data more relatable, and possibly establish
an emotional connection between the viewer and the fate
of the entities.

EXAMPLE

Stamen: Iraq war maps for CNN

Make a guess

HOW

Enable the viewer to guess what insight they might find. If
no interaction: interrupt the narrative with a question
directly addressed to the viewer and provide the answer
after. If interaction: promt the user with an entry form.

WHY

Stimulates the viewer's curiosity, and possibly leads to a
game-lke experience. To engage the reader in causal
reasoning about the phenomenon.

E XAMP LE

New York Times graphics: You draw it — how family income affects
childrens' college chances

Rhetorical question

HOW

Title the piece using a question that makes a point.

WHY

Implicitely drives the viewer to the takeaway of a more
open ended/exploratory piece.

EXAMPLE

New York Times graphics: Can you live on the minimum wage?

Familiar Setting

HOW

Embed the entry point of a narrative in an environment
which the viewer is familiar with.

WHY

To lower the entry barrier and make information
personally relatable.

EXAMPLE

OECD: Regional Well-Being

Call to action

HOW

Start with presentation of problem that needs solving or
situation that needs changing. End with call to action.

WHY

Provides motivation; offers outline for narrative; gives
sense of purpose.

E XAMP LE

Angela Morelli: Virtual water

Gradual visual reveal

HOW

Use visual hierarchy to control sequence of perception of
individual elements

WHY

Lets the story unfold in the viewer's mind while they read
the graphic. to chunk the material to make it easier to
absorb

EXAMPLE

New York Times graphics: How Gun Traffickers Get Around State Gun
Laws

Defamiliarization

HOW

Present something known and familiar in a novel,
unexpected way

WHY

To confront and challenge viewers’ expectations; to
highlight and question implicit assumptions. To force
thinking differently about a well-known case.

EXAMPLE

Oxford cartographers: Hobo-Dyer Equal Area Map, upside down

Convention breaking

HOW

Use or establish a graphical convention, then break it.

WHY

To engender surprise; to show extra-ordinary nature of
data; to question the use of the convention; challenge
assumptions.

E XAMP LE

Reuters: The Glass Ceiling Persists

Speeding up

HOW

Increase speed over time

WHY

To give the feeling of acceleration, increased momentum,
urgency. To transition from the individual to the group; to
surprise with change in perspective; to exploit the learned
interpretation of the early slow depictions.

EXAMPLE

Periscopic: US Gun Deaths

Concretize

HOW

Isotype. Provide known, concrete reference frame

WHY

Make it easier to get a grasp on large, otherwise abstract
numbers. To increase memorability.

EXAMPLE

Demonocracy: US Debt Ceiling Visualized in $100 Bills

Meaningful use of space

HOW

Use space and direction of movement to reinforce positive
or negative feelings. Frequently, up = good; down = bad;
left = retreat; right = progress.

WHY

To support metaphor; to allow viewer to construct their
own metaphor more easily; to take advantage of
convention to ease understanding.

E XAMP LE

Guardian: How China’s economic slowdown could weigh on the rest of
the world.

Silent data

HOW

The deliberate choice of not showing (hiding) certain data
(like pauses in music?)

WHY

emphasizing aspects with de-emphasizing some data

About this project
This collection of cards came out of a workshop on Data-Driven
Storytelling in Dagstuhl, 2016. We investigated how data-driven stories
work, how they are different from other types of narratives and also
other types of data visualization.

Each card represents a specific narrative technique, pattern or "trick"
you can apply to effect flow, empathy, argumentation… in a data story.
We tried to find a representative example for each technique, but of
course, there will be many different instantiations of the same
underlying principle. These patterns are also not mutually exclusive —
rather, they can often be combined to great effect.

Our motivation was to provide practitioners with inspiration and
structure while coming up with new data stories. On the other hand,
from a research point of view, the cards can help illuminate bigger
patterns and recurring themes in storytelling, thus helping to map the
possibility space of data-driven narratives.

There is a publication on the way which will detail the academic
perspective on this project. Find a preprint version here.

We very much welcome your input and experience reports. In case you
have any questions, or have successfully used the cards, or have
suggestions and ideas, feel free to drop us a line at mail@napa-
cards.net.

Contributors (in alphabetical order): Lyn Bartram, Jeremy Boy, Paolo
Ciuccarelli, Steven Drucker, Yuri Engelhardt, Ulrike Koeppen, Moritz
Stefaner, Barbara Tversky, Jo Wood.

Thanks to Schloß Dagstuhl for hosting the workshop, and thanks to
Sheelagh Carpendale, Nicholas Diakopoulos, Nathalie Henry Riche and
Christophe Hurter for bringing us all together!
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Other example:
ft.com/Vocabulary

Example:
https://datavizproject.com/

 Think of how the visual language will support the story

Coronavirus: How can we imagine the
scale of Covid's death toll?
By the BBC Visual and Data Journalism team   7 December 2020  Coronavirus

The suffering from the coronavirus pandemic has come to define 2020. But how do you grasp the immense
scale of loss? Flowers - symbols of grief, peace, and love - serve as a tribute to those who have died.

Imagine the pandemic as a  flower . In the animation below, the  stem grows as Covid-19 cases increase

over time and the  petals unfurl as more people die with the disease.

6 December 67,072,222 cases 1,536,373 deaths

   

Click the sound button to hear the pandemic represented in audio.

The world was firmly in the grip of Covid-19 by April, as the growing petals in this animation show. Then,
despite restrictions introduced by many countries, the wave of daily deaths worldwide dipped only slightly.

The number of daily deaths started climbing again at the end of summer in the northern hemisphere. And the
petals representing the most recent data are the largest of all, showing that the number of daily deaths
around the world is higher now than it has ever been.

How have different continents been affected?

Drawing a flower for each continent helps explain how the global death rate has continued to climb steadily
as the focus of the outbreak has shiQed around the world.

A decline in the death rate in Europe coincided with the summer months, but it was offset by a severe
outbreak in Latin America, some of which was enduring winter. Then as the number of daily deaths fell there,
it began to rise again in Europe.

The first day of the pandemic starts at  12 o'clock

A similar pattern is seen elsewhere. The reduction in the number of daily deaths in North America – mainly the
US – was partially offset by the later-breaking wave of infections in Asia.

Reported deaths in the Middle East and Africa seem to have remained low throughout. Oceania – not pictured
above – has largely avoided the pandemic.

Sadly, despite the development of several Covid-19 vaccines, the pandemic is far from over. Each country is at
a different stage in managing the virus. Choose a country from the dropdown list below to see its outbreak in
more depth.

6 December 1,723,242 cases 61,245 deaths

   

In the UK the first known coronavirus case was reported on 31 January, followed by the first reported death
on 6 March, according to data from the UK government. Since then, there have been more than 1,700,000
confirmed cases of the virus in the country, and more than 61,000 deaths involving the disease, the figures
suggest.

The trend in new cases in the UK reached a peak about three weeks ago. It is now about 40% lower than it
was then.

Methodology

How do the flowers work?

The length of each flower's stalk corresponds to the number of confirmed coronavirus cases in the country,
continent, or the world overall.

Each line inside the circle of the flower head represents a day since the start of the pandemic. The size of the
petals depends on the number of deaths reported on any one of those days.

The stems in detail

The flower heads in detail

What does the sound mean?

The music corresponds with grim milestones in the coronavirus pandemic. The bell toll marks thresholds in
confirmed cases, while the drone and plucking both get louder as deaths increase.

Where does the data for the visualisations come from?

Most of the case and death figures come from Johns Hopkins University, although the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control is the source for China and for any data before 22 January, when the Johns
Hopkins dataset begins. Government data is used for the UK and France.

All the numbers are an underestimate of the true impact of coronavirus. When so-called excess deaths - the
number of deaths above the average - are considered, the toll increases.

A regularly updated guide to the state of the pandemic is available on our tracking the global outbreak page.

Credits

By Irene de la Torre Arenas, Sarah Rainbow, Scott Jarvis, Catriona Morrison, Ed Lowther and Harriet
Agerholm.

More stories about Covid-19

Your tributes to those who have
died

How many coronavirus cases are
there in your area?

Remembering healthcare workers
who have died

Explore the BBC

Copyright © 2020 BBC. The BBC is not responsible for the content of external sites. Read about our approach to external linking.
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What does the pandemic look like in each country?

Choose a country UK

Also consider other data representation forms; such as sound, to include 
everyone. BBC NEWS allows both visuals and sound to explore data.

Source: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-7464500a-6368-4029-

aa41-ab94e0ee09fb More examples can be found on: https://datajour-
nalism.com/read/longreads/data-sonification

Similar examples:
More examples can be found on: https://datajournalism.com/read/

longreads/data-sonification

The world's population will grow to 9 billion over the next 50 years -- and only by raising the living standards of
the poorest can we check population growth. This is the paradoxical answer that Hans Rosling unveils at
TEDCCannes using colorful new data display technology (you'll see).

This talk was presented at an official TED conference, and was featured by our editors on the home page.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Hans Rosling · Global health expert; data visionary

In Hans Rosling’s hands, data sings. Global trends in health and economics come to vivid life.
And the big picture of global development -- with some surprisingly good news -- snaps into
sharp focus.

4,443,631 views

TED$Cannes | June 2010
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Or use physical data representations. 

These offer a friendly and familiar way to engage 
people that disregard digital visualizations as bar 
charts and line graphs.

Hans Rosling became famous for telling data 
stories with boxes.

http://napa-cards.net/
http://ft.com/Vocabulary
http://ft.com/Vocabulary
https://datavizproject.com/
https://datavizproject.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-7464500a-6368-4029-aa41-ab94e0ee09fb More examples can be found on: https://datajournalism.com/read/longreads/data-sonification
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-7464500a-6368-4029-aa41-ab94e0ee09fb More examples can be f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-7464500a-6368-4029-aa41-ab94e0ee09fb More examples can be f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-7464500a-6368-4029-aa41-ab94e0ee09fb More examples can be f
More examples can be found on: https://datajournalism.com/read/longreads/data-sonification
More examples can be found on: https://datajournalism.com/read/longreads/data-sonification
https://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_global_population_growth_box_by_box
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Wait. 
Some people might disregard nice data visualizations?
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Wait. 
Some people might disregard nice data visualizations?

Today, storytellers, artists and academic scholars are combining 
data representations with more familiar media (such as boxes in 
a video talk!) to engage a varied audience.
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Wait. 
Some people might disregard nice data visualizations?

Today, storytellers, artists and academic scholars are combining 
data representations with more familiar media (such as boxes in 
a video talk!).

Thus, data story structures and visualisation formats still apply, it 
is only combined with 
more qualitative information. 
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Step 5
Involving the reader.
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participation:

consume data story
interpret data to

progress storyline
interpret data to

discover storyline
add data storylineadd date to storyline

none low high

When presenting data, the reader is already involved in some way of 
sensemaking.
Key is to trigger active participation to truly facilitate data literacy skills and 
combat misinformation
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VILLAGE VITAL SIGNS

Student Transportation Equity Map
The Student Transportation Equity Coalition facilitated PhotoVoice workshops with youth from St. Stephens youth organizers and Madison High School Student Council, focusing on student
transportation equity. In Boston, students in 7th grade and above do not have access to a school bus. Of these students, those who live more than two miles (for high schoolers) or more than 1.5
miles (for 7th and 8th grade students) from their school receive a free city-wide bus pass (the m7). With these photos, high school students recorded their experience getting to and from school,
whether or not they had access to an m7. On the map, the photos are arranged according to where they were taken. The students also met together to discuss their photos according to the
PhotoVoice SHOWED method (what is literally seen in the photo, how the situation came to be, how the photo impacts our lives, why the situation exists, and what we could potentially do about
it). The students identified common themes including the importance of policy-level change, community safety, inequity and privilege, exhaustion involved in just getting to school, and the
burden of transportation expenses. The students also recorded videos, reflecting on three questions: the story behind one of their photos, the story of their experience getting to and from school
and why it mattered, and if they believed all students should receive an m7 and why. 

 

(Scroll down to see tips on different ways of viewing the map)

Map Tips
Turn layers on/off by clicking blue boxes    

Click the red bus to see student photos 

Click other shapes to see details of a school  

Zoom in/out or search for an address   

Check the small arrow on the left bar  

You can then share the map on social media 

Find us at the botton of the left bar  

Like us on Carto (online mapping software)!

Related Maps and Charts
Neighborhood

2021 VVN Community Volunteering and Engagement

2020 VVN Community Meetings

COVID-19 Resources Accessible by Visiting

Boston Breastfeeding Support Group Current Participation

Leadership Summit 2018 Feedback

Boston Breastfeeding Support Group Participation (May 2017- March 2019)

Licensed Early Education and Care Providers by Program Type and Capacity in MA

Villager Feedback: Network Connection Meeting

Network Connection Meeting Rapid Feedback

Child Opportunity Index

Finding Carrots: Food resources and locations in Boston

Pilot Young Adult Survey Boston Public Schools (BATA)

Community Resources Map

Men of Color and Health Survey

Vital Village Network Report Card

CONtexts

Infusing Trauma-Informed Practices into Early Childhood Education Programs

Create another custom map to visualize patterns
by topic, region or demographics

Bus and brick

NON-VALID PICTURE URL

©2020 HERE Terms of use, © CARTO©

Photo Voice

PHOTO VOICES

Mass Schools

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PRIVATE SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOLS

SPECIAL EDUCATION (APPROVED)

SPECIAL EDUCATION (UNAPPROVED)

Boston Neighborhoods
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Add data storyline.
The ultimate form of participation! Readers may contribute their own 
data interpretation through anecdotes, photos...

...or both, as in this example that shows the issues with student 
transportation from students’ perspectives.

Source: 
https://www.vitalvillage.org/data-dashboard/customi ze/student-transportation-equity-map

Source: 
https://viewer.curieuzeneuzen.be/

Add data to storyline.
It is another way to establish a personal connection with the story 
and the presented information.

https://www.vitalvillage.org/data-dashboard/customi ze/student-transportation-equity-map
https://www.vitalvillage.org/data-dashboard/customi ze/student-transportation-equity-map
https://viewer.curieuzeneuzen.be/
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TASK TUTORIAL

Could this be a disk viewed edge-on?
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Next %

& ' You should sign in!
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S I G N  I N R E G I S T E RInterpret data to progress storyline.
The reader has part in the story, which connects on a personal level.
For example; by identifying galaxies, the user is involved in a small 
part of the larger story that entails the complexity of space

 Source: 
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/zookeeper/galaxy-zoo/classify

Interpret data to discover passive participation.
Make data relevant by connecting it to the reader’s personal 
situation.
in this example, they made a documentary film about ‘Brooke’ who 
lives near the user, depending on the users’ geolocation data. As 
Brooke is a ‘real’ person, it is also easier to have empathy for her.

 Concannon, S., Rajan, N., Shah, P., Smith, D., Ursu, M., & Hook, J. (2020, April). Brooke leave 
home: Designing a personalized film to support public engagement with open data. In Pro-
ceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-14).

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3313831.3376462
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3313831.3376462
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/zookeeper/galaxy-zoo/classify
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/zookeeper/galaxy-zoo/classify
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Enter personal situation. Get results that are based on your situation.

 Concannon, S., Rajan, N., Shah, P., Smith, D., Ursu, M., & Hook, J. (2020, April). Brooke leave home: 
Designing a personalized film to support public engagement with open data. In Proceedings of the 

2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-14).

Interpret data to discover passive participation.
Make data relevant by connecting it to the reader’s personal situation.
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